maintaining contact with persons socially, culturally, politically and even psychologically. "…advertising is not some external curiosity which we examine, from which we are separate and superior, but something of which we are part, and which is part of us…" (Cook 1996 , p. 182).
Advertising can be identified as a type of discourse, because "it can tell us a good deal about our own society and our own psychology (…) Discourse is text and context together." The whole discourse of advertising could be analyzed, it means "the interaction of all elements that participate in advertising discourse: participants, function, substance, pictures, music, a society, paralanguage, language, a situation, other advertising and other discourse." (Cook 1996 , p. [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Text is a structured unit consisting of smaller units. It is "a stretch of language which makes coherent sense in the context of its units. It may be spoken or written; it may be as long as a book or as short as a cry for help." (Quirk et al. 1990 , p.434). Advertising, if it is meant the verbal one, is a type of text. In printed advertising, the text may serve only for catching the reader's attention, provide information about the product or serve as an anchorage (the link between the image and its context; some guidance to the reader) for the image. Widdowson defines cohesion as "the ties that connect up units of language to form text. (…) The repeated pattern provides a kind of texture to the text, sets up a kind of connection or cohesion across the sentences." (Widdowson 2000, p. 38, 125) . The following discussion focuses linguistic techniques that will unleash creativity in narrative discourses.
Advertising Language: Few Techniques

Informational Structure within the Text -Theme and Rheme
The RHEME (also called new, focal element; comment) is the informationally most prominent element of a tone group containing the new information, while the THEME (also called given, non-focal element; topic) is the least prominent element containing given information. In following example, (and in most cases), the THEME is the subject of the sentence, while the rest of the sentence is RHEME.
The characteristic accent (intonational nucleus) is put on the last stressed syllable of the tone group. In this case, the subject 'I' is the theme; the rheme is the rest of the sentence increasing the communicative dynamism towards the last word 'Rasna'. Through ads, the intonational nucleus can be quickly adopted and learned. 
Hyperbole
Metonymy
Antithesis
An Antithesis "is a figure of speech, which uses the same or similar structure to express two opposite ideas so as to This can be used to describe a unique situation or device.
For example, Imagine a mini phone with maximum style and design.
Presupposition
In advertising language, presupposition is very frequent way of expressing the content. Advertisers rather use presupposition than assertion because it is much easier to deny an assertion than a presupposition: An example of presupposition is following: 
Incomplete Sentences
In advertising text, one can read whole advertisement without coming across a main verb. There is a widely spread tendency to punctuate phrases. One reason is, that the reader of the advertisement turns to the visual layout, which provides him many clues to correct Interpretation, so the explicit structure of the sentence is not so important. It is also observed that the informal style of advertising language predominates over the formal style. It is found the formal style of writing only in scientific and business types of Magazines. David Ogilvy (Ogilvy 1985: 7) in his book says: "I do not regard advertising as entertainment or an art form, but as a medium of information. When I write an advertisement, I don't want you to tell me that you find it 'creative'. I want you to find it so interesting that you buy the product."
By the above discussion, it can inferred that advertising language is highly emphatic and it unveils the essence of message in a compact manner. This style can be adopted to narrate important and high priority situations like Interviews, Meetings and other professional deliberations.
Language learning through advertising skills can be an enjoyable and innovative experience. There is connectivity and also there wouldn't be any Monotony.
Applications and Conclusions
Discussions of creativity in advertising in relation to language teaching and learning have tended to focus on issues of language usage. It is clearly seen that advertisement makers exert great effort in the use of language, which becomes more and more delicate, attractive, and offers much for thought. The study and analysis of advertising language, as well, becomes a new item for language learners. Advertising language introduces new facts, findings and observations which are creative and extremely interesting. It will be useful and contributing for all who are interested in English language and its multiplicity. Language has different shades and styles of expression. By the above examples, it can be ascertained that language discourses will have deep and lingering impacts when they are expressed in a creative style. These techniques can be used as an influential component to make the conversations in a more creative manner.
